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Title: Business Plan Year Four Priorities and Outcome Targets 2021/22 
Date: 28 October 2020 

 

  

Purpose:  For decision 
How does this link 
with our corporate 
priorities of improving 
biodiversity or 
delivering nature-
based solutions to 
climate change 

This paper is a necessary step in the development of the 
NatureScot Business Plan 2021/22. It is the last Business Plan of 
our current Corporate Plan ‘Connecting People and Nature’. 
 
Our Business Plan is a key part of Scottish Government’s 
framework of governance and accountability. The Year 4 
Business Plan will be submitted to Scottish Government after 
final approval by the Board. 
 

Summary: 
 
 
 
 
 

This paper presents our Year 4 priorities which sit below our 
twin strategic challenge of tackling Biodiversity Loss and Climate 
Change.  It also includes the budget allocation scenarios that 
will allow planning to begin and decisions to be taken quickly 
when the budget announcement is made.  

Actions Approval of draft priorities will allow the next steps of the 
business planning process to proceed. 
Note SLT’s intention to plan against budget Scenario 1 (para 17). 
This will allow the revised planning approach to commence. 
 

Recommendations: 
 
 

Board is asked to confirm that: 
• The 10 strategic priorities on which planning will commence 

for 2021/22 adequately captures the ambition of 
NatureScot as we move into the final year of Connecting 
People and Nature. 
 

Report Author(s): 
Sponsor: 

Author – Yvonne McIntosh 
Sponsor – Stuart MacQuarrie 
 

Appendix Annex A – Green Recovery Action Plan  
Annex B –  Key priorities and scope 
Annex C – Business Plan Timeline 
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Purpose 

1. The purpose of this paper is to seek Board approval for our Year 4 priorities and the broad 
allocation of the NatureScot budget for 2021/22.  It outlines the priorities, paybill and 
proposed projects funding that will support the delivery of our outcomes. 

2. The priorities are gathered from the value proposition work, the green recovery action 
plan (Annex A) and transformation activity programme.  We also present 3 budget 
scenarios recognising potential reductions to our Grant in Aid (GiA).  If the GiA is less 
favourable than the recommendation, a revised budget proposal will be prepared for SLT 
and Board as soon as the position on our budget for 2021/22 is clearer. 

3. Board approval of this paper will enable us to further develop the 2021/22 Business 
Planning process, incorporating the priorities and allowing planning to any proposed 
budget.  This will support the development of the Business Plan itself which will be 
considered by SLT in February and approved by Board in March. 

 
Background 

4. The priorities stated reflect the direction of the organisation when addressing green 
recovery and the underpinning drivers of Biodiversity Loss and Climate Change. 

5. Our approach to the business plan is significantly different this year. We are providing a 
clear steer on our priorities to teams and will expect Activities and Areas to then plan their 
resources against the priorities. As such the Business Plan reflects the need for cross team 
working to be the norm and the recognition that resource allocation has to become more 
flexible to support a transition to the new operating model. 

6. Our budget for 2021/22 is as yet uncertain as a result of Covid-19.  There is significant 
pressure on the Scottish Government to fund areas where Covid-19 impacts have been 
greatest felt but also a recognition that this is an opportunity to accelerate action towards 
a green recovery. NatureScot is anticipating a budget settlement announcement from 
Scottish Government in December. 

7. In 2019/20 discussions with Sponsor Team in December revealed that the ECCLR Portfolio 
should work to an indicative budget allocation based on a 2.5% saving.  NatureScot 
received the same settlement in 2020/21 as they did in 2019/20, however inflation and 
general cost increases meant that the 2.5% reduction was accurate for planning purposes. 

8. The options presented in the paper have been informed by the focus from Scottish 
Government on a green recovery and the expectation of a similar saving expectation from 
ECCLR. 

 

Draft Priorities for the 2021/22 Business Plan 

9. Our Year 4 Business Plan will support our clearly articulated purpose of moving towards a 
Nature Rich Future.  We are also embedding a strong green recovery focus recognising 
that now is a critical time to champion nature and to make significant change on the back 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

10. The priorities below represent the most important areas of work for Year Four and against 
which we will measure our success.  The aim is to include about 80% of our work and they 
have been articulated in such a way that everyone in NatureScot should have a clear 
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role/stake in the Business Plan. We will use these to take decisions about how to allocate 
our resources (time and money) to deliver the Business Plan. 

11. Most of the work we do falls into these key priorities (more detail on scope in Annex B): 
 

1. NatureScot will invest in skills for a nature-rich future, especially in youth employment 

2. NatureScot will accelerate peatland restoration through our Peatland Action 
Programme and collaboration with others 

3. NatureScot will invest in action to reverse biodiversity loss and jointly lead the Scottish 
Biodiversity Programme Programme 

4. NatureScot will help to grow and diversify environmental green finance 

5. NatureScot will make the case for and support a step-change in use of Nature-based 
Solutions to climate change and other problems 

6. NatureScot will help SG and land managers to transform use of land and sea so that it 
contributes even more to the future wellbeing economy 

7. NatureScot will transform as an organisation to meet the demands of the future, 
including accelerating its transition to a net zero emissions organisation 

8. NatureScot will champion the mainstreaming of natural capital 
approaches/accounting in decision-making 

9. NatureScot will champion the role of nature in transforming places where people live 

10. NatureScot will support and encourage access to and enjoyment of nature 
 

Business Plan Progress and Next Steps 

12. This is the final year of the current corporate plan and the priorities therefore not only 
confirm where our focus lies in the coming year but also signal where we’re going beyond 
2022. 

13. The Why, How and What approach of our Year Three Business Plan will be continued in 
Year Four.  Each team within NatureScot will map their contribution against these 
priorities rather than including the activity plans within the Business Plan document itself.  
A focus on the ‘Place Principle’ will also remain presenting the priority contributions that 
Area Teams can make to outcomes that are tailored to local places. 

14. For Year Three we have reduced the number of key deliverables to 42 to simplify the 
Business Plan.  We will move away from key deliverables entirely for the Year Four plan.  
Although Activity and Area teams may retain key deliverables or a similar measureable in 
their own summary plans, the Business Plan will focus on the 10 priorities and shift the 
emphasis to the contributions from the teams that deliver them. This pairing back helps 
both solidify our focus for next year but also signals a shift in preparation for our new 
corporate plan. 

Following Board endorsement there will be a reprioritisation of resources within Activity 
and Area teams against those confirmed priorities.  Directors will work with their Activity 
and Area teams to develop detailed delivery plans and a measurement framework, which 
will be further refined following the budget settlement in December. We will return to 
Board in January with a budget allocation paper followed by a full Business Plan in March 
(Annex C). 
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Anticipated Grant-in-Aid for 2021/22 

 

Table 1 - Anticipated GiA, excluding Spring/Autumn budget revisions and resulting OPEX budget for 2021/22 

Budget 2020/21 2021/22 Change (%) Change (£m) 
GiA £47.050 £48.058 2.1% £1.01 
Pensions £1.008 £0.000 -100.0% -£1.01 
BCF £1.000 £1.000 0.0% £0.00 
Total £49.058 £49.058 0.0% £0.00 
Non-cash £2.450 £2.450 0.0% £0.00 
Capital £1.000 £1.000 0.0% £0.00 
Operating £45.608 £45.608 0.0% £0.00 

 
15. Table 1 provides a summary of our anticipated settlement based on no overall cash 

reduction to the budget and compares it to the previous year. The headline is that we 
currently expect a flat cash settlement.  For planning this reflects: 

i. An anticipated £1m of additional funding for the Biodiversity Challenge 
Fund.  

ii. Capital remains unchanged at this time.  
iii. SRPD funding at £1.500m in line with previous years. 
iv. JNCC funding of £0.987m which reflects a 3% reduction on 2020/21. 
v. Peatland Action will not be included until the December settlement is 

known. 
vi. The pension contributions of £1.008m has now been included as it is 

expected that Scottish Government will fund this as part of our core GiA as 
it did for 2020/21.   

vii. The paybill forecast will start the year as is and will either reinvest savings 
in the paybill or release them to the project budget during the year as 
leavers are realised.  We have included a 3% increase to all posts for 
2021/22. 

16. Once RPI (2.2%) is taken into account, this represents a real terms reduction of £1.04m.  
This supports the anticipated expectation of an ECCLR 2.5% saving overall. 

 
Project Budget Scenarios 

17. The Project budget is the most flexible component within our budget and will be 
determined by the interplay between our Grant-in-Aid settlement and the above-stated 
budget elements. Given the uncertainty we are planning our project budget based around 
the following budget scenarios.  

1. A flat cash settlement which means an overall reduction in cash terms due to 
inflation 

2. Scenario 2.5% reduction  

3. Scenario 5% reduction  

18. Table 2 below illustrates each scenario, the interplay between the budget elements and 
the resulting project budget. Scenario 1 represents the best case outlook with a project 
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budget of £14.842m, representing a 3% reduction over the previous year. This increases 
to an 11% reduction for scenarios 2 and 19% should scenario 3 come to pass. 

19. For planning, our emphasis is on flat cash but we are actively considering alternative 
scenarios to ensure that when the settlement is confirmed in December we are prepared 
to move forward proactively.  By also matching resources against the priorities we will 
then have done the groundwork to be flexible to ensure the budget supports their 
delivery. 

 
Table 2 - Overall budget and project deficit for 2021/22 

 

 

 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
GiA £47.050 £48.058 £46.857 £45.655
Autumn and Spring Budget 
Revisions £0.000 £0.000 £0.000 £0.000

Employer Pensions 
Contribution £1.008 £0.000 £0.000 £0.000

Biodiversity Challenge Fund £1.000 £1.000 £1.000 £1.000
Total GiA £49.058 £49.058 £47.857 £46.655
PAYBILL

Gross £29.429 £29.474 £29.474 £29.474

Peatland contribution from 
SG £0.000 £0.000 £0.000 £0.000

Income and project funding £1.882 £1.489 £1.489 £1.489
Net Paybill Forecast £27.547 £27.985 £27.985 £27.985
Position
Total GiA £49.058 £49.058 £47.857 £46.655
Net Paybill Forecast £27.547 £27.985 £27.985 £27.985
Non-cash £2.450 £2.450 £2.450 £2.450

Capital £1.000 £1.000 £1.000 £1.000
JNCC (Ring-fenced) £1.018 £0.987 £0.987 £0.987
SRDP (Ring-fenced) £1.500 £1.500 £1.500 £1.500
Biodiversity Challenge Fund 
(Ring-fenced) £1.000 £1.000 £1.000 £1.000
Total Project Budget £14.543 £14.136 £12.934 £11.733
% reduction over 2020/21 3% 11% 19%
With 5% over-allocation £15.270 £14.842 £13.581 £12.319

2020/21Budget 2021/22
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Recommendations 

20. Board is asked to confirm that: 

i. The 10 strategic priorities on which planning will commence for 2021/22 
adequately captures the ambition of NatureScot as we move into the final 
year of Connecting People and Nature. 

 
Yvonne McIntosh 
Planning and Performance Manager 
Finance, Planning and Performance 
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Annex A – Green Recovery Action Plan 

Green Recovery Priorities Actions 

1. Grow and diversify green 
finance   

Resource and accelerate work to develop policies and projects 
that drive private investment in natural assets  

2. Investment in Nature Based 
Solutions 

Peatland restoration  

Woodland creation and restoration  

Natural flood risk management  

Natural coastal defences 

3. Transforming land use and 
future rural support 

Natural Capital Pilot Programme - scale up transformative 
approach to future rural policy  

Agri-environment investment in sustainable land management 
through 2021-24  

4. Urban Green Infrastructure  Targeted at improving disadvantaged areas to make our towns 
and cities more attractive for people to live and work in, and 
attracts jobs, businesses and investment. 

5. Nature based tourism Help people enjoy nature - mainstay for economy especially in 
highland and rural locations.                                       

6. Sustainable marine 
management  

Focused on resilience and recovery in the marine environment, 
and on assisting coastal and marine businesses to grow 
sustainably. This includes new Scottish Marine Fund 

7. Active travel networks Enable low or zero carbon transport, and provide opportunities 
for people to improve and maintain their physical and mental 
health 

8. Invest in skills, especially in 
youth employment 

Develop skills for green employment opportunities - including 
internal investment in to an NatureScot apprenticeship process 
and a wider programme of environmental employment 
opportunities for graduates and school leavers. 

9. Building community 
resilience 

Investment to improve the provision and use of greenspace 
(including blue space) by increasing volunteering and engagement 
of local communities 

10. Mainstreaming natural 
capital accounting 

provide natural capital funding framework assessment in order to 
optimise other public expenditure and deliver multiple benefits 
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Annex B – Key priorities and scope 

 Priority Content  

[Not comprehensive – measures to be gathered during planning] 

1 NatureScot will invest in skills for a nature-rich 
future, especially in youth employment 

GRAP 8 

• Programme of …apprenticeships, student & graduate placements, graduate 
apprenticeship 

• Support/contribute to Green Workforce and Skills Development package (PfG) 
• Building capacity & skills for peatland restoration 

2 NatureScot will accelerate peatland restoration 
through our Peatland Action Programme and 
collaboration with others 

GRAP 2 

• Spend £X million 
• Restore Y ha 
• Work with ENFOR partners 
• Supporting research and monitoring  

3 NatureScot will invest in action to reverse 
biodiversity loss and jointly lead the Scottish 
Biodiversity Programme  

GRAP 2, 6 

• Highlight roles in projects 1-7 od SBS 
• Run a successful BCF funding round 
• What other action are we funding directly? 
• Include INNS and some WM projects? 
• Include marine 
• Supporting research 

4 NatureScot will help to grow and diversify 
environmental green finance 

GRAP 1 

• Work with SG and others to create an enabling policy and regulatory environment for 
environmental green finance 

• Develop evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of environmental green finance for 
investors, natural asset owners and public benefit 

• Develop specific opportunities for investment in peatland restoration and marine 
natural capital 

• Support the development and implementation of the nine pillars of the Scottish 
Conservation Finance Initiative (£1bn Challenge) Routemap 

• Provide businesses and investors with tools to help them to unlock private investment 
in nature-based solutions 

• Encourage and work with others to innovate, developing new investment opportunities 
that restore/grow natural assets 
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 Priority Content  

[Not comprehensive – measures to be gathered during planning] 

5 NatureScot will make the case for and support a 
step-change in use of Nature-based Solutions to 
climate change and other problems  

GRAP 2, 6 

• Continue to develop evidence and case studies at small and large scale 
• Make progress towards a landscape-scale restoration demonstration project delivering 

a range of solutions  
• Influence woodland creation – right tree/right place 
• Supporting research 

6 NatureScot will help SG and land managers to 
transform use of land and sea so that it contributes 
even more to the future wellbeing economy  

GRAP 3, 6 

• Natural Capital Pilot Programme and influencing future rural policy and support 
• AECS delivery partner (if running) 
• Geese – AEWA work 
• Active partner in new RLUPs 
• Influence and collaborate in transforming upland land management – responding to 

Werrity & Deer Working Group 
• Influence and support the development of NPF4 (and much of our Development 

Planning and Advice work) 
• Influence the review of the National Marine Plan and the development of Regional 

Marine Plans 
• Influence the new Scottish Fisheries Policy and replacement financial incentives 

mechanism for EMFF 
• Continue to re-purpose our Protected Areas [including MPAs] to support delivery of 

landscape-scale nature-based solutions  
• Support for MS Blue Economy workstream  
• Supporting research 

7 NatureScot will transform as an organisation to 
meet the demands of the future, including 
accelerating its transition to a net zero emissions 
organisation 

GRAP – n/a 

• Set evidence-based targets for net zero pathway 
• Covers the Transformation Portfolio 
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 Priority Content  

[Not comprehensive – measures to be gathered during planning] 

8 NatureScot will champion the mainstreaming of 
natural capital approaches/accounting in decision-
making 

GRAP 10 

• Develop opportunities for mainstreaming natural capital accounting 
• Help to develop standardised approaches to natural capital accounting, for example, 

standard methodologies and value transfer values.  
• Support development of natural capital census as recommended by AGER report 
• ‘Business as usual’ work on NCAI, accounts etc  
• Supporting research 

9 NatureScot will champion the role of nature in 
transforming places where people live 

GRAP 4, 7, 9 

• Build on successful GI Fund role and approach with a new programme of urban nature-
based renewal focused on a small number of locations where strategic infrastructure 
investment is planned 

• Active travel  
• Building community and volunteering capacity  
• Development Planning and Advice 
• NPF4  
• Supporting research 

10 NatureScot will support and encourage access to 
and enjoyment of nature 

GRAP 4, 5 

• Nature-based tourism 
• Outdoor Access Code 
• NNRs 
• NWCN 
• Extended/renewed NCHF 
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Annex C – 2021/22 Business Plan Timeline 
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 1 
Actions to Support a Green Recovery – post Covid paper informs 
our contribution to Programme for Government.  This set the 
scene for our future priorities. 

May 

2 Budget Scenarios and Year 4 Strategic Priorities presented to 
Board – setting provisional budgets for Outcome 22nd Sept 

3 Board confirm Year 4 Strategic Priorities in the context of 
Programme for Government published in September. 28-Oct 

O
pe

ra
tio

na
l P

la
nn

in
g 

4 
Outcome Managers co-ordinate the development of Green 
Recovery Actions, Activity Summaries and new projects. 
(DEADLINE – 6th November) 

Sept – 6 Nov  

5 BOARD approval of Green Recovery Actions and Activity 
Summaries  17-Nov 

6 Project commissioning Round – Activity Endorsed Projects only. 17-Nov to 4-
Dec 

7 Areas develop a place-based narrative, with priorities, for the 
Business Plan with Activity Managers 

17-Nov to 4-
Dec 

8 ELT discussion on developing business plan – Is it realistic, 
sufficiently ambitious, affordable and achievable? 15-Dec 

9 Develop final budget allocations and approve at BOARD and 
Board Jan 

10 Write Business Plan Jan/Feb 

11 Approve Team Contributions and Project commissions (based on 
budget settlement) 23rd Feb 

12 Board approve Business Plan 13th Mar 
13 Send to SG 15th Mar 
14 Publish Business Plan 1st Apr 
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